The alternate forms reliability of the new tasks added to the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the alternate forms reliability of new tasks vs. old tasks of the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS). The participants in this study were 44 persons taken from the AMPS database who had completed two old tasks and two new tasks within a 4-day period. Paired t tests revealed no significant difference between the means of ADL ability measures based on the performance of new vs. old tasks. The Pearson product moment correlations between the ADL ability measures based on the performance of new vs. old tasks was r =.92, p <.001 for motor ability measures and r =.77, p <.001 for process ability measures. We found that 100% of the ADL motor ability measures had standardized differences less than 2.00 (p <.05) and 97% of the ADL process ability measures had standardized differences less than 2.00 (p <.05). Considered together, the results support good alternate forms reliability of the ADL motor and ADL process ability measures. This study supported the finding that the 20 newly calibrated IADL and PADL tasks can be used reliably in clinical practice. When the AMPS is used to evaluate change, we can have 80 to 93% confidence that paired ability measures that change by more than +0.5 logits are the result of actual changes in ability.